Integrate? ⇒ Markup the time & place, set up the info about your historical content (events, books, manuscripts, audio or video records, links, …)

- Visual tags are set at time axis and geographical maps
- Setting of coordinates to the building level
- Information is written in the WORD like editor (Copy & paste possibilities)
- All saved details may be changed or deleted
- On-line collaboration available.

Connection between people, events and actions?
⇒ From the historical milieu to the DocMark page

- Integration of history (time, space and information) as a whole
- Controlled dictionary; glossary and thesaurus
- Info with multimedia (video, image, link, …)
- This is a new kind of visual encyclopaedia.

- No need to learn XPath, XLink, XSLT technology and programming.
- After encoding, output can be saved as standard TEI XML file, which might be exchanged by standard files obtained conventionally.
- Counting elements is as easy as typing or choosing elements’ name and pressing count button.
- All other TEI tags may be added (and specific, too), if you would be interested in collaboration.
  Good luck!
TEI Mark is a web-based editor for encoding text using TEI standard. The base of the project is TinyMCE visual editor which is expanded to support TEI XML tags and attributes. Tagging is done by selecting text and choosing an appropriate TEI tag from "Styles" drop-down menu - so virtually no XML knowledge is necessary. The nested tags are also supported. Depending of chosen tag there is visual distinction between different tags.

**Technical realization and support:**

Matija Kovačić, pyla555@gmail.com  
Domagoj Majstorović, domagoj.majstorovic@gmail.com  
Mario Lončarić, mario.loncaric@gmail.com

**Idea and humanistic realisation:**

Prof. Dr. sci. Mario Essert,  
FSB, University of Zagreb  
messert@fsb.hr

Marijana Tomić, Prof, Assistant  
Librarianship Dept. at the Zadar University  
mtomic@unizd.hr

Boris Bosančić, Ph.D., Assistant  
Faculty of Art, University of Osijek  
bbosancic@ffos.hr

**WEB approach:**

HI:  [http://karmela.fsb.hr/history_integrator/](http://karmela.fsb.hr/history_integrator/)  
User: test1, test2, ..., test20  
Password: 123456

TEI Mark:  [http://www.marioloncaric.com/teimark](http://www.marioloncaric.com/teimark)

**History integrator & TEI Mark**

*History integrator* is a computer program with a new approach as well as a recommendation for collecting a historical heritage using the Internet.

*TEI Mark* is a computer program with a new approach as well as a recommendation for TEI tagging ([http://www.tei-c.org](http://www.tei-c.org)) of digitized text documents using the Internet.

Both programs were created in close cooperation with professionals from the Humanities and Technical Sciences.